**FIRST FLOOR**
- Betty and Howard Taylor Main Gallery
- Transition Gallery
- Welcome Gallery
- 102 - The Daily Jewel, Sylvette Long
- 103 - foto, a tiny photography gallery, Don Parsisson
- 104 - ZaBre Inspire
- 105 - The Sac/BMe, Ace Epps
- 106 - Joan Colbert Studio
- 107 - Constance Laessig Studio
- 108 - Teresa Scott
- 113 & 114 - Summit Choral Society
- 117 - Susan Yingling
- 120 - Cynthia L. Badran Piano Studio
- 121 - Ron White Art Studio
- 122 - Janean Ray

**SECOND FLOOR**
- Summit Artspace Administrative Offices
- 2nd Floor Gallery and Event Space
- Classroom
- Summit Choral Society Offices
- Student Studio
- 211 - Jaron M. LeGrair Studio, Voice Coach
- Creative Business Center
  - Ear Muscle University
  - Genesis Experience Theatre
  - Mecca Media
  - Open Tone Music
  - Stewards of Historical Preservation (SHIP)
  - The Sac/BMe, Ace Epps
  - Wandering Aesthetics

**THIRD FLOOR**
- Third Floor Event Space
- 3G Gallery
- The BOX Gallery - Artists of Rubber City
- 301 - Totally Tangled Creations, April Couch
- 306 - Bradley Hart
- 307 - JBurgess Designs by Jessica Skinner
- 308 - Lizzi Aronhalt Studio
- 309 - Song of Wood, Tom Baldwin Studio
- 310 - Brittany Luciani and Teresa DeMio
- 311 - Artists of Rubber City Office
- 316 - Jennifer L Worden Arts
- 317 - Hans Reich Photography
- 318 - Leez Dezignz, Linda and David Everhard
- 319 - Susie’s Flashes of Life, Susie Lilley